The Difference of Operations
Summoning To command a spirit/elemental/djinn or what ever it is you want, you need to first identify what
force you want. This can be accomplished by means of divination, such as a black mirror, crystal,
or smoke method.
In this manner of identification you will be required to have another set of skills that will
be covered in another group of lessons.
From this, the nature of the spirit has been determined by the interactions you have with
it and so you will have an idea as to what sort of evocation you can plan for it, when you know
exactly which spirit you would have manifest it becomes an evocation when you draw it into
either a circle, or some thing.
In the system I have developed, its not so much as a specific thing but more of a
generalized, “come out, come out, what ever you are”, even so, its dangerous to those whose
energy system is destabilized with addictions, improper mental concentration, sickness etc.
Evocation When you know what you would conjure you have decided to make it manifest in some
way, instead of just summoning/pulling influence or information of that specific thing into form,
you have decided to bring it to form. From that you have the base for evocation, to make the
critter manifest externally to the body.
Evocation and summoning are almost exactly the same, where as evocation deals in
specific critters, while summoning its a generic “djinn, elemental” what ever happens to be
responsive to what you are up to.
Conjuration Creation from raw energies, in the way that summoning pulls specific critters into
formations of energy. You create the critters from the formation of arrays, and other natural
energies. Arrays are specifically designed to allow for the conjuration of the raw energies to be
pressed into shape much as a substance from an extruding mold.
In this manner it requires an in depth knowledge of what spirits exist, how they are
formed, and of what they are formed. In this we can successfully duplicate any spirit akin to any
angel, demon, etc. It requires precision of balance between the energies to be able to create from
the raw material without causing an imbalance which can damage the personal energies of the
body, or the environment. Especially when dealing with energies not resident here on earth-plane
everything must be in balance.

